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1. Basic research:

Decode genomes, which are the blueprints of life,

to understand both the genome organization &

network interactions that enable complex 

cellular processes.

2. Applied science:

Use the decoded genome connections and rules 

to design and engineer genomes for 

biotechnological and biomedical applications.

To find the rules behind the genomes



1. Reduce the volume of information

2. Facilitate construction of knowledge

3. Use other disciplines to illuminate biology

4. Analyze real experimental data

5. Reward thinking and creativity

How do we fix Biology Education?



Old New

Competitive Collaborative

Single Investigator Complex Team

Observational Creating

Life Sciences Research

A Scientist discovers that which exists;

an Engineer creates that which never was.



1. Reverse engineering:

Reverse engineering of genome complexity by   

taking apart sequenced whole genomes through 

cross-genome comparison to see how they work.

2. Forward engineering:

Design and build engineered biological systems  

to test biological hypothesis. Creating biological 

circuits may teach us as much about life as trying

to reverse-engineer them (learn by doing).

Engineering approaches 

to the study of biological sciences



 Forward Engineering Approach: 

 “We learned more about how birds fly from trying to build airplanes 

than from studying structural anatomy of birds.”

 Try to build something that has same functionality 

as system under study.  

Learn what some of the critical component requirements are, 

what the main design challenges.

 Generate testable hypotheses about how natural genetic 

regulation functions.

 Use forward and reverse engineering techniques in parallel.

Forward engineering



“What I cannot create   

I do not understand.”

- Richard Feynman, 1988

 An approach to engineering biology

 Not what you make but how you make it

 Builds upon the technologies of 
traditional biotechnology

 Recombinant DNA technology

 PCR

 Automated sequencing

 Based upon three main foundational 
technologies

 Automated construction of DNA

 Standards for how to put parts together

 Abstraction to hide biological complexity

Synthetic Biology

Nobel Prize winner, 1965
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“Synthetic Biology” first used by 

geneticist Waclaw Szybalski

 Introduced in 1974:

 Let me now comment on the question “what next”. 
Up to now we are working on the descriptive phase of molecular biology. ... 
But the real challenge will start when we enter the synthetic biology phase 
of research in our field. We will then devise new control elements and add 
these new modules to the existing genomes or build up wholly new genomes. 
This would be a field with the unlimited expansion potential and hardly any 
limitations to building "new better control circuits" and ..... finally other 
“synthetic” organisms, like a "new better mouse". ... I am not concerned that 
we will run out exciting and novel ideas, ... in the synthetic biology, in general. 

 Comment in Gene in 1978, after Nobel Prize award for discovery of 
restriction enzymes:

 The work on restriction nucleases not only permits us easily to construct 
recombinant DNA molecules and to analyze individual genes, but also has led 
us into the new era of synthetic biology where not only existing genes are 
described and analyzed but also new gene arrangements can be constructed 
and evaluated

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wac%C5%82aw_Szybalski

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Watson%26Szybalski-2008-Warsaw.JPG


What is Synthetic Biology?

Synthetic biology is an emerging area of research 

that can broadly be described as 

- the design and construction of novel artificial 

biological pathways, organisms or devices, or

- the redesign of existing natural biological systems.

Biologists have traditionally sought to understand how life works. 

In contrast, synthetic biologists seek to design and build new 

biological systems. The application of engineering principles to 

the design and construction of complex biological systems is 

likely to provide a step change from the tweaking of existing 

genomes. 
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Education and Training on Synthetic Biology

 Synthetic Biology courses at MIT 

 Class aims to engineer blinking life in the lab at MIT 

 Protocols and Standards for Emerging Technologies: Issues in Synthetic Biology 

and the Future Internet at MIT 

 Implications and Applications of Synthetic Biology at the University of California, Berkeley 

 The Graduate Program in Biophysics and Synthetic Biology at The University of Chicago 

 Synthetic Biology: Engineering life at Duke University 

 Special Topics in Synthetic Biology at Rice University 

 Synthetic Biological Systems at Brown University 

 Biologically-inspired Distributed and Multi-agent Systems at Harvard University 

 Synthetic Biology at Stanford University 

 Synthetic Biology at University of Washington

 Synthetic Biology at the University of Cambridge 

 Synthetic Biology at Imperial College

 The Centre for Synthetic Biology (CSB) at University of  Groningen, Netherland

 Synthetic Biology: Hardware, Software, and Wetware 



Microsoft Builds Relationships in Synthetic Biology
http://research.microsoft.com/ur/us/fundingopps/RFPs/eScience_RFP_2006.aspx
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Computational Challenges in Synthetic Biology 
Synthetic Biology lies at a junction between engineering and biology. 

Much of modern biology is based on three breakthroughs: 

(1) understanding the structure and operation of DNA, 

(2) manipulating DNA with restriction enzymes and the Polymerase Chain Reaction, &

(3) understanding the genome through DNA sequencing. 

Synthetic Biology is based on three new developments: 

(1) direct synthesis of DNA, 

(2) abstraction of biological function, and 

(3) the growth of an industry of standard biological parts. 

Long-term research goals include how to best design and build engineered biological 

systems and to promote the open and transparent development of tools for engineering 

biology. Long-term social goals include enabling new industries based on the rational 

engineering of biological systems and materials, and constructing a society that can productively 

apply biological technology.

Goals & Objectives
Microsoft invites proposals to identify and address computational challenges 

in two areas of synthetic biology. 

The first relates to the re-engineering of natural biological pathways to produce interoperable, 

composable, standard biological parts. Examples of research topics include, but are not limited to, 

the specification, simulation, construction, and dissemination of biological components or systems 

of interacting components. 

The second area for proposals focuses on tools and information repositories relating to the use of DNA 

in the fabrication of nanostructures and nanodevices. In both cases, proposals combining computational 

methods with biological experimentation are seen as particularly valuable.



Why Engineer Life?

Applications
(engineering)

Understanding
(Science)

+

Materials: drug factories, 

production of other biomaterials

Energy:  energy production, 

cellulose --> ethanol

Health: search & delivery 

vehicles, sensor/actuator cells for 

diagnosis/imaging, modified 

immune response, wound 

healing & regeneration

Discover the design principles

of complex biological systems

Understand the “rules” of design

Synthesis presents a

complementary approach to

interrogate biological systems



Synthetic Biology is Win-Win Research

Win #1: your design functions as expected.

Win #2: your design fails but you uncover basic biology 



Engineering synthetic constructs will

 enable quicker and easier experiments

 deeper understanding of the basic mechanisms

 applications



• The car only became popular in America 

after Henry Ford figured out how to mass produce it. 

• Computers did not invade every office and den 

until the chip industry learned how to churn out endless billions 

of the semiconductors that do all of a PC's actual work. 

• Now, the world's life-science researchers are taking a page from 

those two industrial playbooks and are trying to make biological 

production as efficient as most other sorts in modern economies. 

The economic impact of their efforts could be as significant as 

what occurred with cars and computers, and could include vastly 

less expensive gene-based drugs and vaccines, fuel sources 

and industrial materials. 

Biologists Are Looking To 

the Chip Industry For Production Models 
http://www.synberc.org/news_wsj_080906.html



 ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator)

 Work started in 1943 in Moore School of Electrical Engineering 
at the University of Pennsylvania, 
by John Mauchly and J. Presper Eckert

 Completed in 1946

 25 feet in length & 2.5 feet in height

 20 10-digit registers, each 2 feet

 use18,000 vacuum tubes
(electronic switches, invented in 1906)

 Perform1900 addition per second

 Programming manually 
by plugging cables and setting switches

The very first computer



Synthetic Biology on the Rise
http://www.synbioproject.org/news/project/synthetic_biology_on_rise/



Mapping the Emerging Synthetic Biology Landscape
http://www.synbioproject.org/library/inventories/map/



Mapping the Emerging Synthetic Biology Landscape
http://www.synbioproject.org/library/inventories/map/



Many applications



 Abstraction

 Hierarchy

 Modularity

 Standardization

 Decoupling

 Flexibility

Powerful tools of engineering design

Biological systems are similar to computer systems











 Standardization of Components
 Predictable performance

 Off-the-shelf

 ME, 1800s

 Abstraction
 Insulate relevant characteristics from overwhelming detail

 Simple artifacts that can be used in combination

 From Physics to EE, 1900s

 Decoupling Design & Fabrication
 Rules insulating design process from details of fabrication

 Enable parts, device, and system designers to work together

 VLSI electronics, 1970s

Enabling Biological Engineering
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How is Synthetic Biology Different?

 Synthetic biology uses four principles not typically found in 

genetics, genomics, or molecular biology: 

abstraction, 

modularity, 

standardization, & 

design and modeling.
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Decoupling

Rules insulating design process from details of fabrication.
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Abstraction

 Do not focus on the DNA sequences, but think of the parts as 

units in a circuit diagram. Abstraction means you can use 

parts/devices/systems without having to worry about how 

they work. DNA is used to make parts. Parts are assembled 

into devices. Devices are connected to make systems.



Abstraction
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Modularity

 Parts, devices and systems can be connected as 

self-contained units and combined in any combination 

you want.

AND Logic Gate



We need modularity

Mix and match promoters and genes
without changing their individual function.

Build complex circuits by wiring together 
well-characterized components
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Reducing complexity by modularization

?

By understanding the input/output behavior of regulatory motifs 

we may be able to understand the function of these networks 

at a higher level of abstraction.



• Can use tools of genetic engineering 

to cut and paste DNA modules together

• Can use modeling and simulation to 

predict circuit function

• Advancing technologies may enable 

“rapid prototyping”

– Large scale DNA synthesis

– DNA assembly without restriction enzymes

Advantages of modularity

YM-Bioinfo
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Biology is Modular



40

Abstraction/Modularity
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Standardization

 By agreement, many aspects of the designs are standardized 

to improve overall function. One example is the standard way 

parts, devices, and systems are connected so that new designs 

will fit with old designs. An everyday example is that all light 

bulbs fit into any socket!
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Standardization

 Standard cell host (chassis)

 Standard culture conditions

 Standard measurement

 Standard functional composition

 Standard DNA components

 Standard interfaces

 …
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Chassis

 All the machinery is going to be inserted in a living organism.



Behind the Standard:

Technical considerations

 Enzyme choice:

 Easy to use/reliable,

 Compatible buffers/temperature,

 Heat killed,

 Few required bases outside of their recognition 
sites,

 Low star activity,

 Four base overhangs to enhance ligation efficiency

 Avoiding accidental creation of ATG sequence,

 Avoid methylation sensitive sites

at the end ... as always ... concessions



Role of standards in engineering

 simplified thinking about interfaces: design rules

 composition

 reusable parts

 contracts and commercial access

 independent evolution of components and 
technologies

 easy comparison of results

" the good thing about standards is that 
there are so many of them to choose from."



Biobricks: Standard Biological Parts

 snap together Lego block assembly

 mechanical compatibility

 output of one component suitable as input of next 
component

 functional compatibility

 faster to build multi-part systems

 assembling very two parts are the same

 Inputs

 Outputs



parts and devices by standard

http://partsregistry.org/Catalog
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BioBrick assembly allows users to 

connect each others parts, devices, and systems

BioBrick Ends and Ligation



Standardization



Quality Control



Quality Control



Design

 Design is essentially 
the task of deriving structure from function.

 can be further described as 
concepts labeled by the following words:

 Structure: what a thing is, in terms of elemental 
components and their interrelations (instructural language)

 Behavior: what a thing does, in terms of structure and 
behavior (in behavioral language)

 Function: what a thing is for, in terms of behavior and 
function (in functional language, as specifications)
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Designing and modeling

 before building, build a model and test the devices capacity. 

This not only improves design but tests basic biological 

assumptions that could be false.

Simulation of Final Design



Transfer to cell Test network
dynamics

Encode into DNA
plasmid

Design & model 
network

#
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Gene 
Expression

Synthetic Biology: 
Engineered Gene Networks



Engineered Gene Circuits

Faithful modeling of large-scale networks is difficult…

Alternative: Design and build simpler networks

• Decouple complexity

• Use model to design experiments

• Systematic comparison of model and experiment

• “Forward Engineering” of useful circuits

• Design networks to perform tasks

• Couple to host - control or monitor cellular function



Schematics for Cells?

What level of abstraction?

• Molecular interactions?

• Mechanical Processes?

• Transport Processes?

Are there switches, filters, 

integrators, oscillators, etc?

Biological hierarchy based on comparable 

structure in computer engineering.



Levels of Abstraction

Physical Mathematical Conceptual

Molecular Mechanics Time-scale separation Phenomenal Models

ab initio Ensemble averaging Boolean Approximations

Semiempirical Large system limits Modularization

(bioinformatic) Global/Local stability

Molecular Dynamics

Chemical Master Equation

Langevin Equations

Deterministic Kinetics

Reaction-Diffusion

Discrete Mechanical

Continuum Mechanical

Statistical/Thermodynamic

By drawing upon mathematical approaches 
developed in the context of dynamical systems, 
kinetic analysis, computational theory and logic, 
it is possible to create powerful simulation,
analysis and reasoning tools for working biologists 
to be used in 

deciphering existing data, 

devising new experiments and ultimately, 

understanding functional properties 

of genomes, proteomes, cells, organs and organisms.



 coping with errors

 design with unreliable components

 design with evolution

 self organization

 self repair

 molecular scale construction

Learn new engineering principles 

from biology



Resources

 iGEM home pages: igem.org

 past team project wikis

 Registry of standard biological parts

 partsregistry.org

 Openwetware: openwetware.org

 searching the literature

 iGEM headquarters

 hq@igem.org



Registry of Standard Biological Parts

YM-Bioinfo

http://partsregistry.org/Main_Page



Biobrick resources

 Browse parts and devices by standard

 http://partsregistry.org/Catalog

 Synthetic Biology:BioBricks/Part fabrication

 http://openwetware.org/wiki/Synthetic_Biology:BioBricks/Part_fabrication

 Paste in sequence below to design primers to BioBrick it

 http://ginkgobioworks.com/cgi/primer.cgi

 Protein domains:

 Head domain

 Internal domain (DNA binding, 

 Tail domain (affinity tags, degradation tags)

 http://partsregistry.org/Protein_domains

 Translational units

 design translational unit parts 

 http://partsregistry.org/Translational_units
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iGEM

 It is an abbreviation of the "international Genetically 

Engineered Machine" competition.

 It is a Synthetic Biology competition of students.
 Student teams are given a kit of biological parts 

at the beginning of the summer .

 Working at our own schools over the summer, we use these parts 

and new parts of our own design to build biological systems and operate them in living cells.

 During the first weekend of November, we will present our work 

at the iGEM Competition Jamboree at MIT and have a chance 

to interact with other teams and win awards.

 We will then add our new parts to the Registry of Standard 

Biological Parts for the students in the next year's competition. 



iGEM

‧ International Genetically Engineered Machines (iGEM) is the 

prestigious competition organized by the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology. The objective of the competition is to design and build

an engineered biological system using standard DNA parts.

‧ iGEM Team Members will need to imagine, engineer, and assemble 

a biological system that does something really cool. The challenge is 

to make a living counterpart of basic engineering designs (e.g. bacterial 

photography, genetic counter, biological internet, etc.). The team should 

take an engineering approach to the problem, using computer

modeling and simulation to design their system.

‧ The completed project will then be presented at the iGEM jamboree 

in Boston in the first weekend of November. 

YM-Bioinfo



iGEM history



International Genetically 

Engineered Machines (iGEM) Competition

 Goals

 Can simple biological systems be built from standard, interchangeable parts 
and be operated in living cells?

 Enable the systematic engineering of biology

 Promote open and transparent development of tools for engineering biology

 Foster a community that can productively apply synthetic biology

 Teams compete at the iGEM Jamboree held at MIT in November

 students working over the summer

 Design, construct, and test a synthetic biological system

 Library of standardized parts (BioBricks) provided

Photos from Mackenzie Cowell



Timeline

2003 MIT class

2004 MIT class

2004 Synthetic Biology Competition

(5 teams, 1 country)

iGEM 2005 (13 teams, 4 countries)

iGEM 2006 (37 teams, 15 countries)

iGEM 2008

(85 teams registered,

24 countries)

85

iGEM 2007 (54 teams, 19 countries)



http://openwetware.org/wiki/Main_Page



This plate containing pieces of DNA is part of 

the Registry of Standard Biological Parts developed at MIT 

for work in synthetic biology. 
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Use bacterial cell-cell signalling to synchronize repressilators among neighbouring bacteria

The Vibrio fischeri LuxI-LuxR quorum sensing circuit components 

YM-Bioinfo



Bio-parts for Synthetic Biology

Symbol Type Description Symbol Type Description

R Regulatory Operator region E Reoporter Compound reporter devices

B RBS Ribosome Binding Site Q Inverter

C CDS CoDing Sequence (protein) Composite

B Terminator Transcriptional terminator I Project Student projects

RNA RNA binding site and coding G Generator TIPS-to-protein converter

Signalling cell-cell signalling Measurement Performance measurement constructs

E Reporter Basic reporter CDS T Temporary Temporary and trail parts

V Plasmid S Intermidiate Generated during assembly

V Cell Cell strains (prokaryotic) Other Parts not yet classified

Basic Composite

YM-Bioinfo

http://partsregistry.org/Main_Page



Process of Synthetic Biology

YM-Bioinfo

Design, Build, Test, Work? Measure

http://igem.ym.edu.tw/private_2007/index.php/Image:Process.png


In silico design of genetic networks 

with specified functions

mutational growth and 

selection (optimization 

stage)

Input 

components

combinations survivors
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Abstraction Hierarchy
The purpose of an abstraction hierarchy is to hide information and manage complexity. 
To be useful, individuals must be able to work independently at each level of the hierarchy.
An abstraction hierarchy can be used with other technologies (e.g., 'standard part families') 
to quickly design and specify the DNA sequence encoding many integrated genetic systems.

Abstraction barriers (red) block all exchane of information between abstraction levels. 
Interfaces (green) enable the limited and principled exchange of information between levels. 
Example exchanges are given in quotes. 



Engineered Gene Circuits

 Keys to Successful Designs:
 Use well-studied genes and promoters, 

preferably with some “tunability”

 Isolate synthetic system from native networks

 Include reporter gene (e.g. GFP) 

to track network dynamics

 Examples:

Isaacs, PNAS 100 (2003) Gardner, Nature 403 (2000) Elowitz, Nature 403 (2000)

Positive Feedback
(E. coli)

Toggle Switch
(E. coli)

Oscillator
(E. coli)



Categories of synthetic biology

BioEssays 30:57–65, 2007



Computer-assisted design of synthetic systems

Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2009, 20:479–485



Computational design tools for synthetic biology

Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2009, 20:479–485
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GenomeCAD:

Computer Aided Whole Genome Design

SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY 4.0

Chuan-Hsiung Chang, Ph.D.

Genome Engineering Lab (GEL)

Center for Systems and Synthetic Biology 

Institute of Biomedical Informatics

National Yang Ming University 

Taipei, Taiwan

Email: cchang@ym.edu.tw
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GenomeCAD (Computer Aided Whole Genome Design)

Comprehensive global design with both qualitative and quantitative data

Using existing regulation mechanisms (digital & analog).

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NYwfqp_HVFQ&feature=channel

Applied Industrial Synthetic Biology

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NYwfqp_HVFQ&feature=channel
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iGEM (international Genetically Engineered Machine) 

competition at MIT.

iGEM is about creative design and assemble engineered machines 

using advanced genetic components and cutting-edge technologies.

2007年國際基因工程競賽 Gold Medal 2008年國際基因工程競賽 Finalist

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/thumb/b/bd/IGEM_basic_900W_300dpi.jpg/783px-IGEM_basic_900W_300dpi.jpg
http://igem.ym.edu.tw/iGEM2007/igem_07_1.png
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One-hour TV Program on Synthetic Biology at 
NYMU (November 2008) 

http://www.newdaai.tv/?view=detail&id=49218
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科學月刊 (Science Monthly) 2009年4月號的封面主題

現在，有一門新發展的學科，結合了工程與生物的概念，
更需要豐富的想像力和創造力，它的名字叫作「合成生物學」。.

April 2009

472(4): 280-288

472(4): 294-297

472(4): 298-301

http://www.scimonth.com.tw/

